
Notes 

These songs have been in the composition stage for over a year.  In addition to simply determining the 

chordal progressions and, for me, this means accompanying pluralities of melodic interpretations, I also 

had to develop the guitar skills to play parts of these pieces which were very hard for me.  I do not 

consider myself a musician but more of a composer and arranger.  For me composing and arranging is a 

perfect combination of artistic expression and audio engineering.  I create and construct all the pieces in 

my home studio.  I use Pro Tools for the compositions and Kurzweil sound modules for the 

instrumentation and sounds.  I also employ acoustic and electric guitars, midi controllers for guitar, 

keyboard and drums.  In addition, at times, I simply manually enter that manual midi data which then 

gets played through the sound modules.  All of these songs are a work of love as no professional 

musician or recording studio would ever take the time to produce these compositions if they wanted to 

stay in business.  All of my work is dedicated to my dear son and daughter.  I am so thankful my 

daughter has decided that life is a journey she wants to share and continue with me.  My son, at the age 

of 20 years old decided, to my ultimate sorrow, to leave this experience we know as life.  I have written 

about him on my blog.  My children are always near and dear to the most sacred and emotional instincts 

in me.  As such they are always in my music, my tears, joys and philosophical underpinnings which teach 

me that the alterity of the other is never something that can be summed up or entirely consumed by 

thought.  They teach me wonder and beauty is not mine in any way and I am privileged for this life to 

face this infinity which faces me as child, wife, friend and sojourner.   

For each song on the Alterity page, I will provide a mp3 and wav file for the completed song as they are 

finished.  I also include the original, guitar only, compositions as mp3s which represent the end of my 

main composition work and the beginning of the production process.  The mp3s are fast streaming but 

the wav files have much more fidelity as they are 24bit, 192K sampling rate.  I recommend downloading 

the wav files if you have a system capable of playing them as streaming larger wav files is prone to 

lengthy delays and pauses in the progression of the song. 

Notes on completed songs: 

Distance 

This is the first completed song.  It has emotional reflections in me for my departed son.  This piece took 

over a year to compose and six weeks to produce.  It is an eight-minute song.  There is a lot of 

orchestration and movements.  I really like songs which, like life, have movements and transitions which 

in reflection are hauntingly emotional and hopefully, interesting.  I have software plugins for Pro Tools 

which help amateurs like myself shortcut the extreme learning curve for the last stage of music 

production called mastering.  Mastering is an engineering, black art which seeks to pick up the mix to 

more vivid and captivating tonal dimensions.  Mastering entails three aspects: mono compatibility, 

dynamic maximizing and tonal balancing.  Mono compatibility has to do with making the stereo final mix 

compatible in mono situations.  If a stereo piece is played in mono there can be clashes and drop outs 

which degrade the sound.  I am not concerned about this for my compositions as I am solely focused on 

stereo environments.  Dynamic maximizing really picks up the presence and clarity of the song using 

sophisticated compression and equalization techniques.  It really does sound great for certain kinds of 

popular music and for some of my future Alterity projects.  However, for Distance and orchestral or jazz 

type pieces it does not seem appropriate to me in many cases.  It decreases the dynamic range, 

loudness and softness, which certain pieces really need to convey the emotional content.  l tried a 



canned mastering setting for Distance in Pro Tools by mastering great, Greg Calbi, for general clarity and 

it certainly accomplished the stated outcome by, for me, at too high a price for my emotive goals in this 

piece.  One stated reason for this kind of mastering is so folks will not have to turn volume levels up and 

down for different songs.  For mass production, this is probably desirable but I have no qualms with 

setting and changing volume levels depending on what I am trying to hear in a song.  Anyway, Distance 

is not a song I wanted to sacrifice the range of dynamics to fit goals of mass production.  I do think tonal 

balance is important.  Tonal balance of the art of mastering the song so that it sounds the best it can be 

on all types of audio environments and systems.  I have to confess my old way of playing a mixed song in 

many types of acoustics environments and stereo equipment - then, remixing to find a happy medium – 

then, repeat after tweaks, ad infinitum is more like trying to reinvent the wheel every time you need to 

make one.  Tonal balancing is the answer to shortcut that process.  I have much to learn in this regard so 

I apologize in advance if the song does not play well in your environment or equipment.  I would love to 

hear good and bad, any perceived issues and a short description of your environment/system. 

 

 


